
swingo 855 B

Battery-powered automatic scrubber drier

Key features:
• Agility and high performance
• Excellent cleaning and drying result
• Durability and robustness
• Simplicity and easy maintenance

Perfect combines agility, high performance
The TASKI swingo 855 B scrubber drier is an agile machine, which is 
easy to handle while offering increased productivity due to its wide 
working width. The 50 cm brush unit allows very e cient cleaning 
of floors and close along walls, leading to great performance. The 
40-litre tank volume and the patented Intelliflow system (=cleaning 
solution dosing) radically increase performance and reduce time-
consuming tank filling stops during the cleaning operation.

Excellent cleaning and drying results
The machine’s patented brush follows the floor profile and delivers 
nearly even pressure allocation along the full working width, which 
leads to excellent soil removal. The patented V-shaped squeegee 
enables excellent water pick-up on the floor. Due to the proven 
three wheel concept, adjustments of the squeegee are no longer 
necessary.

Durability and robustness
The use of high-tech material and long life components, enhance 
the machine’s uptime, while reducing service and repair costs to a 
minimum.

Simple to use and easy maintenance
All components needing frequent maintenance are color- coded 
in yellow and can be removed easily without tools. The dashboard 
is self-explanatory and displays all relevant information. These 
features allow trouble-free operation and require minimum operator 
training.
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Description Description

Theoretical performance 2250 m2/h Dimensions (L x W x H) 122 x 53 x 119,5 cm

Working width 50 cm Turning circle 1.12 m

Squeegee width 69 cm Brush system 1 x 50 cm

Solution tank (nominal) 40 l
Brush pressure
(with / without wheel drive)

43 kg

Recovery tank (nominal) 40 l Working speed (power). 4.5 km/h

Nominal consumption 900 W
Power cord length of
integrated battery charger

3 m

Rated voltage 24 V Sound level 68 dB(A)

Battery capacity 50 Ah/C5
Electrical protection class
(BMS/non-BMS)

I/III

Battery run time (nominal) up to 2 h Approvals CE/CB Test cert.

Machine weight
ready for use (power)

160 kg

Model

TASKI swingo 855 B Power

TASKI swingo 855 B Power BMS

Description SKU Number

Pad drive 50cm 7510830

Scrubbing brush standard 50cm 8504770

Scrubbing brush washed concrete 50cm 8505120

Scrubbing brush abrasive 50 cm 8505130

Filling hose with universal coupling 8502830

TASKI IntelliDose kit for swingo 755/855/1255 7517125

Variety of polyester and contact pads Please refer to local price list

Additional Features

BMS (Battery Management System): Integrated in the machine, the battery charger prevents deep discharging of the battery and 
monitors the charging process.
WD (Wheel Drive): The variable working speed up to 4.5 km/h and reverse speed up to 3 km/h guarantees ergonomic and effortless 
utilization and increases performance compared to non-wheel drive models.
IntelliFlow (Cleaning Solution Dosing): The IntelliFlow system allows for a speed-dependent supply of cleaning solution. This 
feature ensures that the amount of solution dosed onto the floor is always constant—no matter how fast the machine is operating. 
The result? No puddles in curves and turns as well as a significant saving in cleaning solution, leading to significantly increased 
productivity of the machine.


